GP 300 M1
PROFESSIONAL HARROW

The GP 300 M1 Pro Tined Harrow is the ultimate tool for pasture/paddock seeding and maintenance. By seeding or reseeding with the GP 300 and a PS Seeder, you will improve your soil profile and the density of your forage stands. The combination of the leveling plates, spring tines, pneumatic seeder, and hydraulically operated roller allow the GP 300 to complete most needed field operations in one pass while eliminating the need for a costly no-till drill.

Adjustable 8mm tines allow for more or less aggressive field operation.

Heavy toothed-ring roller for new till applications and grass management.

Cambridge Roller for existing grass operations.

### TECHNICAL DATA

- Working width: 9'10"
- 3-pt Hydraulic Lift Requirements (front counter weight required):
  - with 15.4" Cambridge roller: 7,100 lbs
  - with 20.9" Cambridge roller: 9,300 lbs
  - with 16.1" toothed-ring roller: 9,300 lbs
- Mounting category: CAT 2 (mast height CAT 3)
- Roller adjustment requires one (1) double-acting hydraulic remote

### FEATURES

- The GP 300 Pro Harrow has spring-mounted leveling plates to level soft, uneven soil.
- Four rows of spring tines (2 of 8mm, 2 of 12mm) provide superior soil prep for seeding.
- Minimum maintenance and limited repair parts required.

### ITEMS INCLUDED

- Spring-mounted leveling plates
- Model 5.2 Controller (touchscreen optional)
- Seeder access platform
- (40) 12mm and (56) 8mm spring tines
- Heavy 15.4" or 20.9" Cambridge roller or 16.1" toothed-ring roller

Seeder access platform

Seed tubes and dispersion plates
The GP 600 M1 Pro Tined Harrow makes quick work of larger fields. At speeds up to 2.5 times faster than a no-till drill, your seeding tasks are completed with speed and precision. The 12mm tines create excellent soil exposure at varying depths, while the adjustable 8mm tines extract shallow rooted weeds. The hydraulically operated roller ensures the necessary seed-to-soil contact.

**TECHNICAL DATA**

- Working width: 19'8"
- Weights, without PS Seeder
  - with 20.9" Cambridge roller: 8,377.6 lbs
  - with 16.1" toothed-ring roller: 8,377.6 lbs
- Tires (400/60-15.5-in): 2 pcs.
- Mounting category: CAT 3N
- Tractor requirements: 140 HP minimum
- Chassis, folding, and roller adjustment require three (3) double-acting remotes

**FEATURES**

- The GP 600 Pro Harrow has spring-mounted leveling plates to level soft, uneven soil.
- Four rows of spring tines (2 of 8mm, 2 of 12mm) provide superior soil prep for seeding.
- Minimum maintenance and limited repair parts required.

**ITEMS INCLUDED**

- (78) 12mm and (114) 8mm spring tines
- Heavy 20.9" Cambridge roller or 16.1" toothed-ring roller